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NFL Draft 2016 Scouting Report: WR Josh Doctson, 

TCU 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I want to start this scouting report by advancing right up front who I see on tape, and within our data on 

Josh Doctson—a WR prospect/hybrid version of DeAndre Hopkins, Allen Robinson, and Jordan 

Matthews. 

I see DeAndre Hopkins in Doctson...in the sense that Hopkins was a prospect who was easy to discount 

a little, relying upon our metrics which had worked in the past, before the passing game evolved so 

quickly in the NFL/college. Hopkins was not your traditional #1 wide receiver for an NFL football team. 

He was a 6’1” prospect and not a speed burner. He wasn’t going to physically tower over or dominate a 

CB, and he wasn’t going to catch screen passes and turn them into 70-yard touchdown sprints either. He 

seemed like he would be a decent, not-fantastic NFL wide receiver. Of course, we all know what has 

happened since. You take decently sized, athletic-enough WR talents, who possess the true gifts of 

amazing hands and stellar instincts/experience—and you have a WR prospect who is a part of the new 

breed of potentially great NFL wide receivers. I could’ve never imagined a 6’1” WR prospect with a 

decent-not-great vertical leap would become an unstoppable red zone threat, or pretty much 

unstoppable anywhere on the field. Hands and timing are as important as size and athleticism, but that 

wasn’t always the case. Guys like Hopkins used to be overlooked and underutilized many years ago…not 

anymore. 

Josh Doctson, I would argue, has even better hands and instincts compared to Hopkins. Worst-case 

scenario, he’s on an equal plane. Hopkins, despite appearing a little wiry, actually came into the NFL 

with a solid 217-pound frame. Doctson enters one inch taller than Hopkins, but he weighs in at only 202 

pounds. Doctson is a more athletically gifted overall, but smaller/thinner-framed version of 

Hopkins…their ‘knack’ for playing WR is very similar. 

Jordan Matthews is another slightly wiry WR prospect—a guy who set all kinds of SEC receiving records 

despite playing with horrific college offenses/quarterbacks. Matthews, to me, is the epitome of a 

professional wide receiver—he has fantastic instincts, along with all of the physical tools you could 
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want. Matthews checks all those boxes of speed, agility, strength, height, giant hands, instinct, route 

running—he’s a pro’s pro. Someday—and it may be very soon—Matthews is going to be considered one 

of the best wide receivers in the NFL. 

The one knock that Jordan Matthews has is that he has an occasional ‘drop’. I don’t think it’s an issue at 

all for him because he is a freak of a wide receiver, in a sense…because he is so gifted, and so fearless, 

and so professional, he will work over the middle or in congestion. He goes where many wide receivers 

dare not/don’t want to go. Just like Julian Edelman, Matthews is among the few wide receivers who put 

their lives on the line on many pass routes over the middle…and on occasion they run or look ahead too 

soon before they secure a catch. They are so talented and make so many other terrific plays that the 

team relies upon from them—that their team/coaches will happily live with the occasional drop. 

However, because football fans are so ridiculous, they agonize and remember the ‘drop’ of a seemingly 

easy catch among 10 other effortless, successful grabs. 

Going baseball for a moment…who cared if Ozzie Smith made an error? He was the greatest shortstop 

I’ve ever seen. Ozzie made plays no one else could make...literally. He also made some routine errors 

over the course of a season. Other shortstops made fewer errors…they did so in part because they 

couldn’t get to as many plays with their limitations. You respected Ozzie for all that he brought, you 

didn’t even comment/worry/acknowledge the errors. To me, same thing with WR drops from really 

talented WRs who go over the middle more than any other WRs. Sorry for the ‘drops’ tangent, but it 

bugs me. 

That’s the thing with Doctson—he doesn’t drop passes. He possesses hands as sure as those of any WR 

prospect in this draft or in the prior few drafts. He’s just gifted. Doctson reminds me of Jordan 

Matthews because they move around the field similarly—instinctual, graceful, impeccable timing. 

However, Matthews is superior physical entity—faster, more agile, taller, thicker, stronger...he’s a near-

perfect WR specimen. Dotson is kind of a poor man’s Jordan Matthews—not as physically gifted, but 

definitely NFL-gifted athletically…just not as wonderfully as Matthews. The kicker is that Doctson has 

much surer hands. The downside is that I don’t see Doctson working over the middle/all over like 

Matthews. Doctson’s game is more like DeAndre Hopkins’s—a more finesse, timing, 

outsmarting/cunning wide receiver who is near impossible to stop in today’s high-grade passing games. 

Doctson has hands and savvy like Hopkins and moves and instincts like Matthews. 

In the end, Allen Robinson may be the most perfect profile of Doctson. When I scouted Robinson in 

2014, I thought he was a very talented and instinctual WR prospect but was a little hesitant because of 

him not possessing off-the-charts speed. Again, I’ve had to rewire my brain the past couple of years on 

what to look for in WR prospects. It’s not all about finding the next Calvin Johnson or Randy Moss, and 

calling everyone who fell short of that ‘a Wes Welker possibility’. Superior hands and instincts, and just 

‘good’ or ‘solid’ athletic traits, can now win the day in the era of more wide-open passing 

games. Antonio Brown is not an off-the-charts physical entity at WR, but he’s arguably the best wide 

receiver in the NFL. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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What Robinson did with Blake Bortles in 2015 was stunning, a sensational statistical season. What really 

happened was a very limited Bortles throwing prayers in the direction of Allen Robinson and hoping for 

the best…and Robinson just finding a way to make plays. I think Josh Doctson has that same elite ‘go get 

it’ ability…only Doctson may be one of the best I’ve ever seen at it. Doctson’s ‘high point’ catch ability is 

amazing…better than Robinson’s, who is fantastic at it as well. 

When I watch Doctson’s tape from 2015, my jaw nearly drops. He is so graceful, so subtly brilliant…you 

almost don’t realize how quickly he is tearing opponents apart and racking up numbers. The first game I 

really studied of Doctson’s was his game against West Virginia in 2015, and this game to me represents a 

lot about Doctson’s college efforts. 

Doctson totally destroyed West Virginia in 2015. He had 11 catches for 183 yards and 2 TDs. It was an 

amazing effort, but the wonderful stat line is only half the story. You have to realize he also caught a 

beautiful, split-of-the-defenders up-the-middle deep, catch-and-keep running 70-yard 

touchdown…which was called back against the Mountaineers for a TCU O-Line hands to the face. It was 

a legit penalty, but that touchdown pass was going to happen either way, but in this case it got called 

back on a bad luck move. On another deep ‘alley oop’ type throw in this game, Doctson almost came 

down with the jump ball…but when it was tipped away Doctson spun around, tracking the slow-motion 

ricochet, and almost one-handed the deflected pass diving to the ground, extending his one arm, getting 

his tips on it as the ball fell to the earth at the back of the end zone—nearly a highlight reel 30+ yard TD 

catch. 

In addition to all those near misses against WVU, Doctson was open again for another potential TD, but 

this time the defender just took the penalty instead of the TD. Pass interference on the defense, 

obviously no stats for Doctson, but it could’ve been another longer TD in that game…a 14-15 catch game 

with 300+ yards and 5 TDs was really not out of the question here; and that’s ‘sick’. That’s the thing with 

Doctson—watching him on tape, he’s always getting open…even though everyone on the planet knows 

he’s getting the ball. He just finds a way to get open, to separate. His physical measurables say it won’t 

be as easy in the NFL, but the NFL has gotten a lot easier with the hands-off restrictions on the 

defenders. 5+ years ago, it would be a lot tougher for Doctson to transition to stardom in the NFL, but in 

today’s more ‘giving’ wide receiver pro game, Doctson steps right in without a blip. 

Honestly, I don’t know how to make an argument to disprove a theory that Doctson won’t be an instant 

starter in the NFL. Probably, the main argument will be that he is a little on the thin-framed side, and he 

is 6’2”/202…he could struggle against aggressive press coverage, but it didn’t seem to be an issue in 

college. A thinner frame is the one thing a WR prospect can fix, to some degree. NFL trainers might be 

able to add 5–8 pounds of lean muscle to him, and not compromise his athleticism. 6’2” is not a monster 

NFL size, but it’s good…and he does possess a massive 41” vertical. I just don’t see how Doctson will not 

be an NFL starter of some note right away, possibly a team’s #1 WR, quickly. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Taking some of the best characteristics of Jordan Matthews, DeAndre Hopkins, and Allen Robinson, but 

realizing he is maybe just a hair short of those guys in some key areas, but better in a few others…there 

within you will find Josh Doctson. 

  

Josh Doctson, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

The numbers are quite stunning. 

Get this… 

Josh Doctson was a 2015 All-American WR, despite the fact that he played in 10 games (really like nine 

due to injury), and he produced 78 catches for 1,326 yards and 14 TDs last season. It was an amazing 

season. Here’s the thing—he hurt his wrist halfway into the Oklahoma State game in 2015. He ‘gave it a 

go’ the next week versus Kansas, to no avail (one catch and gone), then left for the rest of the season 

with the injury. He also played sparingly in a 60+ point early season thumping of FCS Stephen F. Austin. 

Look at Doctson’s numbers from 2015, minus the SF Austin game, and minus the Kansas game…and 

count the Oklahoma State game as 0.5 games played (he left in the 2nd quarter)—so in 7.5 games of 

play against D1 opponents last season, Doctson averaged: 

9.7 receptions, 162.5 yards, and 1.87 TDs per game. 

Here’s what that pace looks like in a typical 13-game season: 126 catches for 2,112 yards and 24 TDs. 

That’s a Heisman-type season. A fluke wrist injury—since surgically repaired—may have kept a Heisman 

trophy out of Doctson’s hands.  

In his last 10 games, where he played the full game, going back to the end of 2014…Doctson posted 18 

TDs. In his last six full games played, all D1 games…13 TDs…no game with less than two TDs. 

With all these great numbers, we couldn’t count the number of yards and TDs that were lost to pass 

interference calls of DBs just trying to halt his onslaught. 

Doctson came in at 6’2”/202, just shy of 10” hands, ran a 4.50 40-time with a 41” vertical, a 6.8+ three-

cone, and 14 bench reps at the NFL Combine. Everything about him physically/athletically was very good 

or great. More importantly, he stole the show among the WRs in pass-catching drills. He stands out 

because he is so effortless catching the ball. The fact that analysts just chattered nonstop about Laquon 

Treadwell and gave sparingly few moments of ‘pat on the head’ niceties about Doctson…it’s ridiculous. 

. 
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Josh Doctson Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

We’ve discussed all the WR similarities earlier—a ‘better hands’, but thinner-framed version of DeAndre 

Hopkins is what I come back to…with an Allen Robinson–like ability to ‘go get the ball’. 

DeVante Parker is another computer model similarity. Every time I see that I wonder how a very similar 

prospect in Parker could have universal top 10–15 overall draft heat last season, and Doctson is lucky to 

be a first-round projection. What is anyone’s argument on Parker as exponentially better than Doctson? 

How about someone making the argument that Parker is better than Doctson at all? I’d take Doctson 

over Parker in a heartbeat. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

9.419 2016 Doctson Josh TCU 6 2.0 202 3.49 7.79 10.90 

8.456 2013 Hopkins DeAndre Clemson 6 1.0 214 9.26 6.97 10.86 

8.691 2014 Robinson Allen Penn State 6 2.5 220 8.57 4.24 9.34 

11.293 2014 Matthews Jordan Vanderbilt 6 3.1 212 6.89 7.65 12.84 

9.184 2015 Parker Devante Louisville 6 2.5 209 5.37 7.93 9.11 

10.234 2012 Jeffery Alshon South Carolina 6 2.7 213 6.18 8.46 11.87 

8.720 2007 Meachem Robert Tennessee 6 2.0 214 6.63 7.69 8.70 

8.003 2015 Williams Tyrell W. Oregon 6 3.4 204 3.34 9.09 8.13 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

 

2016 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Doctson is getting ranked/mocked between picks #20 and #40 for most every analyst. It’s a crime, and 

he’ll be a major steal, but I’m sure if the football masses think #20–40, that’s where he’ll go. I can’t 

believe he’d make it out of the first round. 

If I were an NFL GM, and I had a void at my #1 WR slot…a true #1…I’m all-in on chasing Doctson as a 

value pick after #20, for sure. He’s arguably the single-best WR prospect in this draft…only Corey 

Coleman or Sterling Shepard could possibly make a claim as the #1 among WR prospects (that I’ve seen 

so far, and Doctson is my first full study, just partials on the others—and they are a different style WR 

prospect). 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

It will be interesting to see if he lands with a team where he’ll be an obvious soon-to-be #1 WR, or if his 

drafting team has a clear #1, and Doctson can work as a #2. Doctson as an NFL team’s #2 is almost 

unfair. He’s going to produce, and have somewhere between a nice career, and a great career in the 

NFL. He has many signals in our system that say he might be near-elite.  
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